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Glazing I Dynamics Colorwave 

Frame is designed with 5.0 base curve.  Other curves can be used and will 
require bridge adjustment for proper lens wrap. 
Use Silhouette mounting plier with blue tip and BLS 58/98/97 for glazing 
Recommended lenses are polycarbonate, 
Trivex, 1.60 and 1.67 high index 
 
 



Glazing I Dynamics Colorwave 
Lens shape BG special instructions for browbar 

Glaze shape BG with 19mm bridge only 
Browbar attaches with BLS 44 sleeve 
Compress single sleeve with green plier tips 



Inclination | Dynamics Colorwave 

1. Open the temple. 
2. Hold lens mounting firmly with the mounting pliers and blue tip. 
3. Adjust inclination at endpiece into the required position. 



Temple shortening | Dynamics Colorwave 

1. Remove the temple end. 
2. Shorten titanium wire with metal-diagonal cutter. 
3. File down sharp edges and burrs. 



Temple shortening | Dynamics Colorwave 

1. Squeeze titanium wire with round pliers at the very end.  
2. The notch  created at the end of the metal core will 

prevent the temple end  from slipping off. 



Temple removal | Dynamics Colorwave 

 

1. Hold lens mounting firmly with your fingers 
2. With the other hand grasp the partially closed temple directly behind 
    the hinge and push it in the direction of the lens to remove 
3. Turn the temple 180°to the front and slide it off the end piece. 



Temple mounting | Dynamics Colorwave 

 

1. Hold lens mounting firmly with your fingers 
2. With temple upside down insert the front hole of the temple hinge onto the endpiece. 
3. Slide the temple all the way onto the endpiece so it is next to the lens.  
4. Rotate the temple 180° so temple tip is facing down.  
5. Snap hinge into endpiece. 



Temple opening enlarge | Dynamics Colorwave 

 
1. Open the temple 
2. Hold lens fixation firmly with mounting pliers 
3. Press the temple outward at the hinge area with your thumb 



Temple opening reduce | Dynamics Colorwave 

 
1. Open the temple. 
2. Hold lens fixation firmly with mounting pliers 
3. Press the temple inward at the hinge area with your finger 



Temple adjustment | Dynamics Colorwave 

Adjust the temple to the ear shape with large curves. 
During temple-end adjusting do not put pressure on the temple tip.  
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